Learning Objectives

- To introduce key ideas in the development of jurisprudence.
- To foster connections between Canadian law and its sources in legal thought.
- To have students apply their learning and develop critical thinking skills in the case study and discussion scenarios.

Materials

- Copies of the student handout, Legal Philosophy (one per student)
- Copies of school handbooks or school codes of conduct (one per student)
- Philosophical schools of thought signage (one of each to be posted around the room)
- Copies of Legal Philosophy: Schools of Thought paper slips (one or more statements per student)
- Tape
- Copies of Expert Group Questions (one per group)
- Copies of Legal Philosophy: Schools of Thought graphic organizer (one per student)
- Copies of the cases summary, R v Dudley and Stephens case (one per student)
- Art supplies for use in the extension activity (optional)

Teaching and Learning Strategies

1. The idea that what is ‘moral’ may or may not also be ‘legal’ is one of the enduring understandings associated with legal philosophy. Invite students to list actions that break social norms and decide whether these actions are moral or legal transgressions. Lead a group discussion based around how individuals and communities respond to these. For example, coughing in public is a behaviour that might put others at risk, but is not addressed by law. Public smoking was once widely acceptable, but then became socially taboo and finally illegal in many places.

2. Assign the reading individually and have students consider the questions embedded in the handout. When students have finished reading, take up the answers as a class.

Teacher’s Key - Legal Philosophy Handout

a) Do you think this makes people more or less happy?
- Less happy: unpleasant nature of being forced against our will; the unfairness of age discrimination; separation from family; individual responses.
- More happy: privacy from parents, peer interaction; becoming educated increases chance of rewarding work; school allows parents to work; individual responses.

b) Do you think it makes Canadian society stronger?
- Stronger: Better trained workforce leads to more stable and economically viable society.
- Less strong: Forced compliance may lead to personal dissatisfaction and/or frustration with institutions.

c) How well would schools function if students were not required to respect one another's property? What would happen?
- Difficult to focus on studies, and feel secure in the environment. It is likely that a few instances of this social contract being broken would lead to ever-increasing breaches, making the school environment dysfunctional and unsafe.

d) Review your school's code of conduct. Try to find an example of a rule that protects your right to your own property and one that challenges this right.
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- Individual schools will vary – most have mechanisms against theft by other students, and recognize student lockers as an example of a relatively private space. However, most will also have prohibitions against carrying items in school that might be permitted outside of school, and many will explicitly state that school officials have the right to search student lockers under some conditions.

3. Tape the names of the four schools of thought on the board and distribute slips of paper with information from each school to students. Make tape available and have students place their statement under the school of thought that most accurately represents it. Once all of the statements have been added review each category and have a discussion about whether or not anything should be moved around.

4. Using the jigsaw strategy, arrange students into four ‘home’ groups and assign each person to be responsible for one of the four schools of thought. Have all of the students assigned to a particular school get together and form an ‘expert’ group. Assign the relevant expert group question(s) to each group and give students time to discuss their answers and record them in the space provided. Once students are finished, have them record the key ideas belonging to their school of thought in the graphic organizer.

**Teacher’s Key - Expert Group Questions**

**Natural Law**

a) Given this statement, how would natural law view compulsory schooling? Try to develop two opposite responses that both use natural law as justification.

- Pro: It ‘naturally’ falls to parents to choose the skills their children will need and learn, so it is inappropriate for the government to make this choice.

b) Con: All children will require certain shared skills. By taking charge of these, the government makes it easier for parents to focus on other responsibilities that are part of the ‘natural’ parent role.

**Legal Positivism**

a) How do you think a legal positivist would justify compulsory schooling?

- The law is to be followed no matter what, in order to ensure social life remains orderly. Compulsory schooling means an educated population that will be productive stable members of society. Also, allowing parents to choose not to follow this law could lead to unfairness, resentment and instability.

b) How moral is Canada’s legal system? How does it compare to other countries?

- Canada’s legal system probably does fairly well in international perspective. Depending on prior knowledge, students may cite examples of unjust laws currently or previously in effect, such as exclusion of women from citizenship, legal slavery, internment of Japanese Canadians, and so on. It may be useful to contrast these examples with countries that more blatantly permit human rights violations.

c) How similar are school rules to laws?

- Encourage students to answer this by applying the criteria for laws in general to the question of school rules. They are decided by formal institutions, written down, and school authorities play the role of government authorities. Furthermore, there are clearly outlined, formal sanctions attached to breaking the rules. The difference is largely one of severity.

**Legal Realism**

a) Do you believe cell phone use changed dramatically between 2007 and now? Does the change in policy reflect change in the community?
b) Should all teachers be required to permit the use of cell phones in class? Explain.

- The implication of the above is that rules should reflect local needs when possible. This means that in situations where access to the technology is poor and uneven, the potential benefit is outweighed by the risks. However, within relatively uniform areas, there may be a risk of fairness in student learning if some teachers allow it while others do not.

c) Imagine you are the policy/lawmaker in this case: What are some of the pros and cons of allowing cell phones to be used in classrooms? What rules should be made to control how they are used in classrooms?

- There are many, but the basic distinction is one between potential for engaged learning versus the potential for student distraction. The value of assistive technology for differentiated instruction versus the potential risk to student safety in a real-time internet-connected and relatively unmonitored classroom is another issue.

5. Have students return to their home groups and discuss each school of thought. Each expert should explain what their school of thought is about and how they would answer their assigned questions from that perspective. Students can use the graphic organizer to record the key points about each philosophical perspective. Give students time to compare and contrast the various schools of thought. Debrief as a class.
6. In expert groups, have students read the case summary, *Eating the Cabin Boy: R v Dudley and Stephens*, and respond to it from their assigned perspective. Have students share their results with the class.

**Extension**

Create a slogan! Each of the schools of thought contains an italicized ‘tag-line’ that represents its main idea or way of thinking. Individually or in small groupings, ask students to act in the role of a ‘marketer’ for one of the philosophies, and generate a new tag-line and accompanying image to comprise a persuasive print-style advertisement for that school of thought. Display student work in the classroom.
Philosophy explores the big questions of human existence: what it is to be a person, how we can know anything, and how we should live. In fact, one major branch of philosophy is devoted to trying to understand “the good life” – a way of living so that we are happy, true to ourselves and fair in our treatment of others. This branch is called ethics, or moral philosophy, and focuses on concepts such as good and evil, right and wrong, and justice and injustice.

Morals are the beliefs about what is right and wrong that guide us in our behaviour. When an individual acts in ways their community considers immoral, that community has various ways of responding to that individual depending on the severity of the misbehaviour. Within moral philosophy, thinkers have pondered the relationship between a community’s values, or morals, and its formal laws – the rules it writes down and expects its members to follow, and the way it treats those who do not follow them. This includes rules about what behaviours are, or are not, acceptable. While many kinds of behaviour might be seen as immoral, it is only those that break these formal laws that are considered criminal.

Philosophy also considers how we define what behaviours should be seen as criminal or as non-criminal, so law has historically been an area of great interest to philosophers. In fact, legal philosophy is an area of study unto itself, often called “jurisprudence”, which comes from the Latin words juris (of law) and prudentia (knowledge).

One big question philosophers have wrestled with is deceptively straightforward: Where does law get its authority? Why do people obey rules, like laws, if this means losing a certain degree of freedom? Wouldn’t we be happier if we did as we pleased and followed our desires all the time, rather than following rules?

Think about your own experience as a student: in Canada, the law says that young people must go to school.

a) Do you think this makes people more or less happy?

b) Do you think it makes Canadian society stronger?

In response to questions like these, philosophers developed the idea of the social contract. It suggests that without rules, people are in a state of nature – largely free to do as we wish, but also subject to violence, exploitation, unpredictability and disorder. By entering into a social contract with one another, people agree to give up some of our freedom in exchange for some amount of security against these various kinds of harm. As part of this social contract, we also agree to abide by the laws that surround us.

For instance, we agree to respect other people’s property on the condition that they will respect ours.

c) How well would schools function if students were not required to respect one another’s property? What would happen?
d) Review your school’s code of conduct. Try to find an example of a rule that protects your right to your own property and one that challenges this right.

While reading about the philosophical perspectives presented below, keep this idea of a social contract in mind. What is the deal that we make? And, is it fair?

**Natural Law**

Some philosophers have argued that the world follows fundamental rules of fairness and justice that are always morally correct. To commit murder, for example, seems wrong at any time in any place. In this view, the laws made by people are less important than these “natural” laws. Human beings have the ability to use reason and can recognize these higher laws, and so have a moral duty to follow them, even when the laws written down by our societies say otherwise. Conversely, if a law is contrary to these fundamental principles, that law is immoral and unjust, and should not be followed. Hence, natural law is known by the slogan, “An unjust law is no law at all”.

**Legal Positivism**

The theory of legal positivism is in sharp contrast to that of natural law. Whereas natural law sees a powerful connection between morality and law, positivists insist that a law need not be moral to be a law – rather, the law should be followed simply because it is the law. Legal positivism argues that law is always:

- Decided by formal institutions, governments and officials;
- Systematically written down; and
- Enforced by governments and government agents

In this view, law gets its authority from the power of government. While laws often reflect important moral values, these values are not necessarily natural or universal. This is why different countries can have different laws about the same behaviours, such as prostitution or drug use. In this view, laws are established by governments to maintain social order and to secure the best possible life conditions for their citizens. People should respect laws and legal institutions because they serve the population by keeping social life predictable, safe and orderly. Therefore, it is also just and fair that the state has the power to impose serious consequences if laws are broken.

**Legal Realism**

Legal realism is considered a sub-category of legal positivism because it also holds that values are variable, not universal. In this view, what is true, moral and fair depends upon the perspective of the individual. However, it differs from both natural law and legal positivism in that it tries to explain the law through the real actions of individual lawmakers rather than through ideas about nature or government. Legal realists argue that in reality, the law is flexible. Judges’ interpretation of any law is influenced by their own experiences and by the prevailing values of their communities. This explains why two different judges can come to different conclusions with an identical set of facts about a case. When judges make these
decisions, they are actually creating the law by applying it. Individual bias is built into every legal decision – for legal realists, *the law is essentially whatever the lawmakers say it is*.

**Critical Legal Theory**

In the words of the writer and political activist Audre Lord, “*the master’s tools will never dismantle the master’s house*”. In other words, those with a great deal of power in society are not likely to give people with less power the means to make social change. Law is a powerful tool, and critical legal theory extends the ideas of legal realism to form a strong critique of law in society. It argues that since laws reflect individual values, they can contain the biases of powerful social groups. Critical legal scholars argue that while the law appears to offer justice for all, in practice it is a tool most easily used by people who already have a high degree of social power and status. This means that the law can actually maintain social inequality by advancing the interests of powerful groups over the interests of marginalized groups. This body of scholarship has focused on bias and discrimination in the law with respect to gender, race, ethnicity, religion, economic class, sexuality and disability.
NATURAL LAW
LEGAL POSITIVISM
LEGAL REALISM
CRITICAL LEGAL THEORY
SCHOOLS OF THOUGHT

The law is whatever lawmakers say it is.

Laws are variable, not universal. They are dependent on the interpretation of the individual creating or enforcing it.

The law can be understood through the real actions of individual lawmakers rather than through ideas about nature or government.

There are fundamental rules of fairness and justice that are always morally correct (example: murder is always wrong).

There are natural laws that exist and humans can recognize these higher laws through reason and judgment.

Since laws reflect individual values, they can contain the biases of powerful social groups.

What is true, moral and fair depends on the perspective of the individual.

Laws are formed by formal institutions, systemically written down and enforced by governments.

While the law appears to bring justice for all, in practice, it is a tool used by people who have power and status.

If a law goes against fundamental principles, it is called an unjust law.

Laws should be followed simply because they are laws.

Law gets its authority from the government rather than from fundamental, universal principles.

Humans have a moral duty to follow natural laws even when laws written down by society say otherwise.

Laws are established to maintain social order and can differ from country to country (not universal).

Certain groups (based on: gender, race, ethnicity, religion, etc) are discriminated against through law.

It is just and fair for the State to impose consequences if laws are broken.

A judge's interpretation of the law is influenced by his/her perspective. For example, individual bias exists within every legal decision.

A law need not be moral to be a law.

The law can maintain social inequality by advancing the interests of more powerful groups.

Sub-category of legal positivism.
EXPERT GROUP QUESTIONS

Natural Law

It might seem ‘natural’ that parents care for their offspring, and teach them the skills they will need in life, until they are able to fend for themselves.

a) Given this statement, how would natural law view compulsory schooling? Try to develop two opposite responses that both use natural law as justification.
EXPERT GROUP QUESTIONS

Legal Positivism

From a legal positivist perspective, the question of whether compulsory schooling is moral or natural is not important – it is simply the law.

a) How do you think a legal positivist would justify compulsory schooling?

b) How moral is Canada’s legal system? How does it compare to other countries?

c) How similar are school rules to laws?
Legal Realism

In 2011, the Toronto District School Board changed its policy to allow cell phone use in the classroom. The rule banning them was only four years old at the time. Now cell phones are allowed, but their use is up to individual schools and teachers.

a) Do you believe cell phone use changed dramatically between 2007 and now? Does the change in policy reflect change in the community?

b) Should all teachers be required to permit the use of cell phones in class? Explain.

c) Imagine you are the policy/lawmaker in this case: What are some of the pros and cons of allowing cell phones to be used in classrooms? What rules should be made to control how they are used in classrooms?
Critical Legal Theory

The British North America Act of 1867 outlined many legal principles to govern Canada. Within the Act, the word “persons” was used to refer to more than one person. The Act was interpreted by both Canada and Britain to exclude women from being considered a “person”. Without the legal status of “persons”, women were unable to run for office or hold a position within the Senate. It was not until 1929, due to the advocacy and suffrage of women, that women were considered persons under the law and eligible to become members of the Senate of Canada.

a) From what perspective was this law written? What groups did it privilege and what groups did it marginalize?

b) How did the historical ideology surrounding the treatment and status of women influence the creation or interpretation of this law?

c) How might the lack of female voices (and perspectives) in the higher ranks of government and decision making serve to further marginalize women?
SCHOOLS OF THOUGHT

Following the example, record key ideas belonging to each of the philosophical schools of thought you have learned about.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Natural Law</th>
<th>Legal Positivism</th>
<th>Legal Realism</th>
<th>Critical Legal Theory</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>There are fundamental principles that are always morally correct (e.g., murder is always wrong)</td>
<td>Laws should be followed simply because they are laws</td>
<td>What is true, moral and fair depends on the perspective of the individual</td>
<td>Laws reflect the biases of powerful social groups</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CASE SUMMARY - EATING THE CABIN BOY: R v DUDLEY AND STEPHENS (1884)

Facts

In May 1884, four men set sail for Australia from England in a medium-sized yacht called the Mignonette. Their names were Tom Dudley, aged 31, Edwin Stephens, aged 37, Edmund Brooks, aged 49 and Richard Parker, a 17-year old orphan and cabin boy. On July 5, the Mignonette was struck by a large wave and capsized. The four men managed to escape in a small lifeboat with nothing but two small tins of turnips to eat, and no drinking water. They spent nearly a month in the lifeboat. The turnips were quickly consumed, and they had only the small amount of fresh water that they were able to catch in their oilskin coats to drink. As their hunger and thirst grew, so did their desperation. Richard Parker’s thirst was so great that he drank seawater, which quickly made him very ill, and he became unconscious.

It was a widely accepted custom of sailors that if a crew was shipwrecked, the survivors could draw lots to select which of them would be killed and eaten. On the 18th day, Dudley, Stephens and Brooks began to talk about sacrificing one man to save the others. At first they discussed drawing lots to decide who it should be. Later though, Dudley and Stephens said it should be Parker, because he was closest to death from drinking the seawater and he alone had no wife or children. Parker was unconscious and was not included in the conversation.

The next day, Dudley killed Parker by stabbing him in the throat while Stephens held his legs. Brooks did not participate in the killing, but all three drank his blood and ate his flesh. Four days after the killing of Parker, they were rescued by a passing German ship, the Montezuma. They were returned to England early in September.

Trial

It is likely that without Parker’s blood, all would have died of dehydration. The men believed that their actions were permitted under the custom of the sea, and made no attempt to conceal what they had done. It would have been easy to simply pretend that Parker had died of natural causes before being eaten. They were arrested as a formality, and even the arresting officials expected that would be freed on the grounds that they had followed an established custom and acted only in order to save their own lives.

As news of the case spread around England, public opinion was very strongly in support of the three surviving sailors. It caught the attention of Sir William Vernon Harcourt, Secretary (leader) of the Home Office, the agency responsible for policing...
in England. Harcourt’s personal view was that the sailors’ actions were reprehensible, and in a move that surprised many, he decided to prosecute them.

The charges were dropped against Brooks and the murder trial of Dudley and Stephens began on November 3, 1884. They attempted to defend themselves on the grounds of necessity – that they had a legal right to preserve their own lives, even though that had meant killing Parker. This meant that something other than their own futures was at stake: depending on the outcome of the trial, the court would set a precedent that would influence future cases. This case would establish whether necessity would become an accepted legal defence for murder in similar situations.

As part of the defence strategy, Dudley and Stephens’ lawyer pointed to the long-standing custom of sacrificing one person to save others, suggesting that since this was an historically accepted practice, it should also be legally accepted. In support of this, the defence was able to offer examples of cases involving the sacrifice of some people to save others in the face of disaster, in which the accused were not found guilty. However in these cases, those who were killed had been consulted and given their consent to the practice.

Outcome

The case was sent to a panel of judges, who found Dudley and Stephens guilty of murder. They reasoned that necessity could not be used as a defence for murder unless the victim posed an urgent threat to the accused. Since Parker never consented to be sacrificed, and never represented an immediate danger to the others, Dudley and Stephens’ defence was rejected and they were sentenced to death by hanging. Later, however, this sentence was commuted to six months imprisonment.